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Darkening Scandinavia attempts to reveal, in a philosophical and poetical
key, the profound and unique existential, aesthetic and phenomenological
intuitions to which the metal bands Lake of Tears, from Sweden, and
Burzum, from Norway, the visionary Danish cinematic team consisting of
the director Nicolas Winding Refn and the actor Mads Mikkelsen, and the
charmingly-evasive Norwegian writer Per Petterson, have managed to give
deeply-moving dark expressions. The book is a post-modern Heideggerian
meditation on what could constitute the true nature of the Northern
Darkness – written with a capital D – and on the incredibly visceral
prevalence of the primordial Void in the Nordic soulscapes, a propensity
signalled by means of phantasmagorical and allegorical projections. The
author of the these four essays assumes the role of not only an interpreter,

but also as a continuator of the philosophical messages, of the
phenomenological intuitions and of the aesthetic catalysts present in the
texts of the four analyzed subjects. By addressing in an academic, interand trans-disciplinary ahistorical manner some of today’s mysterious
canonic niches, the book cultivates a healthy intellectual curiosity and a
special sense of theoretical escapism.

